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Grant Sheldon 

 

NORTHBRIDGE 2063 

15 December 2017 

 

Re: Greater Sydney Region Plan 

 

My submission principally relates to the Eastern City District Plan and the suburbs that border Middle 

Harbour and Sydney Harbour. 

Recognise Suburb Character 

The geography of this area is typically of peninsulas where a central ridge provides road access and the 

land slopes down to the harbour. The attraction is that there is no through traffic.  

 

Many suburbs have pockets of bushland fronting the harbour.  

 

The character of suburbs that border the harbour is made up of single houses with a range of 

architectural styles. Some are of heritage significance. 

 

Taller developments in these suburbs invariably block outlooks or views, overshadow, reduce privacy 

and overall reduces liveability.  

 

The plan must recognise such areas as meeting a demand for single houses without pressure for higher 

density. It must preserve heritage and natural environmental areas. Overall, planning must retain the 

'village' feel of local communities. 

Existing Services 

There is a common assertion that established suburbs already have all the services necessary for higher 

density. I challenge this and believe that higher density in these areas will require major upgrading of 

services through difficult terrain. I focus on two aspects of this below. 

Local Roads 

Local roads in these areas are narrow and windy and are unsuited to the current sized bus fleet so that 

bus routes tend to be limited to the ridge along the peninsula. As such they don’t provide bus stops at 

locations more convenient to the community. 

 

Access to and from local roads in the suburb to a State Road is very difficult from Monday to Saturday. 

RMS have a policy to maximise flow of through traffic on State Roads so that local access to these State 

Roads is constrained. This causes backlog of local traffic at peak hour, school times and weekend sport 

times. 

 

Often the RMS solution is to further constrain local access by banning turn movements to the State 

Road. This increases pressure on the remaining intersection that provides access to the suburb. 

 

Therefore, the existing local roads are inadequate for higher density. 

Sewage and Water 

Sewage and water infrastructure in these areas tends to be old and prone to an increasing number of 

blockages and breakages. The capacity was designed for a previous era and will not meet capacity and 

reliability for higher density without major upgrading. 



Implementation 

Currently there is a lack of confidence when purchasing a property that later it will be subject to a 

developer that ultimately exceeds Council’s LEP. 

 

Once agreed and approved by GSC, the Council LEPs must not be exceeded. There must not be an ad 

hoc approach to developers wanting to exceed the LEP. 

 

The GSC has the opportunity to correct this and to provide a very high degree of confidence that 

property owners will retain their liveability consistent with the explicit standards. 

 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on such a detailed plan. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Grant Sheldon CPEng MIE 
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